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The 2017 Sfax Collegiate Programming Contest 

March 4-5, 2017  

 
Read these guidelines carefully! 

Rules 

1. Smoking is prohibited during all activities. 
2. You may only bring printed material to the contest hall. So, you may use resource 

materials such as books, manuals, and program listings. No electronic devices or 
media are allowed inside the hall. Computers, calculators, CD’s, disks, music players, 
flash memory, etc. are all prohibited.  

3. You may not search for solutions to specifics problems on the Internet. All programs 
submitted must be manually typed in their entirety during the contest. 

4. Cellular phones (mobiles) are strictly prohibited inside the contest hall. 
5. All programs must be written in c, c++ or Java.  
6. All programs will be compiled and tested on a server machine. Compilation errors will 

result in a submission being counted incorrect. 
7. Be sure to follow the output format described in the problem exactly. We will be 

judging programs based on a diff of your output with the correct solution, so your 
program's output must match the judge output exactly for you to receive credit for a 
problem. As a note, each line of an output file must end in a newline character, and 
there should be no trailing whitespace at the ends of lines. 

8. For each problem, you’ll find a sample Input/Output that has successfully passed the 
judges’ program. Note that your program will be tested on a different (and more 
complex) dataset. Just because your program passed the sample Input/Output, doesn’t 
mean it is correct. 

9. A team may be disqualified for any activity that jeopardizes the contest such as 
dislodging extension cords, unauthorized modification of contest materials, or 
distracting behavior. 

How will the contest work? 

1. Until the contest begins, contestants are not allowed to touch anything at the team 
workstation. 

2. You’re not allowed to change your PC2 password. Any attempt to change it, will 
result in your team’s disqualification. 

3.  At 80:00 am, the problems will be distributed on paper copies to contestants. 
4.  For every run, your solution will be compiled, tested, and accepted or rejected for one 

of the following reasons: accepted, compilation error, run-time error, time limit 
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exceeded, or wrong answer. In order to be accepted, your solution must match the 
judge output exactly (according to diff) on a set of hidden judge test cases, which will 
be revealed after the contest. 

a. Source code for which the compiler returns errors (warnings are ok) will be 
judged as compilation error. 

b. A program which exceeds the time allowed for any particular problem will be 
judged as time-limit exceeded. 

c. A program which fails a diff will be judged as Wrong answer. 
d. A program which passes a diff and runs under the time constraints specified 

will be judged as accepted. 
5. You can view the status of each of your runs on the contest scoreboard. Please allow a 

few minutes for your submissions to be judged. The scoreboard is provided for you to 
watch the progress of the contest. 

6. At 1:00 pm, the contest will end. No more submissions will be accepted. Contestants 
will be ranked by the number of solved problems and by a specific penalty system.  
After a correct submission for a problem is received, all subsequent incorrect 
submissions for that problem do not be considered for further judging. 

 

Test Problem  

1 Description 

This is a test problem to make sure you can compile and submit programs. Your program for 
this section will take as input a single number N and return the average of all integers from 1 
to N, inclusive. 

To submit a solution, use PC2 system. You must log in using your assigned user ID and 
password for the contest. After submitting your solution, please allow a few minutes for it to 
be judged. You can resubmit rejected solutions as many times as you like (though incurring a 
penalty for each rejected run of a problem you eventually get right). Once you have submitted 
a correct solution, future submissions of that problem will still be graded but will not count 
towards your final score or total time. 

2 Input 

The input test file will contain multiple test cases. Each test case is specified on a single line 

containing an  integer N, where 0<= N <= 100. The end‐of‐file  is marked by a test case with 

N=0 and should not be processed. For example: 

5 

10 

0 
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3 Output 

The program should output a single line for each test case containing the average of the 
integers from 1 to N, inclusive. You should print numbers with exactly two decimal places. 
For example: 

3.00 

5.50 

4 Sample C Solution 
#include <stdio.h> 
int main() { 
int n; 
while (1) { 
scanf("%d", &n); 
if (n == 0) break; 
printf("%.2lf\n", (double)(n * (n + 1) / 2) / n); 
} 
return 0; 
} 
5 Sample C++ Solution 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
using namespace std; 
int main() { 
cout << setprecision(2) << setiosflags(ios::fixed | ios:: 
showpoint); 
while (true) { 
int n; 
cin >> n; 
if (n == 0) break; 
cout << double(n * (n + 1) / 2) / n << endl; 
} 
return 0; 
} 
6 Sample Java Solution 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.DecimalFormat; 
public class test { 
public static void main(String[] args) { 
Scanner s = new Scanner(System.in); 
DecimalFormat fmt = new DecimalFormat("0.00"); 
while (true) { 
int n = s.nextInt(); 
if (n == 0) break; 
System.out.println(fmt.format((double)(n * (n + 
1) / 2) / n)); 
}}} 
 


